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On P,T Breaking Properties of Anyons'
We study P,T breaking physical properties of anyons. In particular we consider anyon
models of high Tc superconductivity. We believe more theoretical work is necessary in
view of the current experimental investigations. We obtain low energy effective
Lagrangian in a systematic expansion around the constant average statistical magnetic
field. We show that anyons possess no magnetic moment and exhibit no zero magnetic fled
Hall effect in accord wi th the Gal i lei invariance at the zero temperature. Concerning
static properties, we find no magnetic field in the anyon superconductor and very small
magnetic field in the mormal state. Concerning optical properties, we have derived Wen-
Zee type effective Lagrangian. Therefore anyons exhibit P, T breaking optical properties
without suppression. We emphasize that the P, T breaking optical properties do not
conf} ict wi th the Gal i lei invariance. We conclude that anyon models can be experimentally
tested through their·P, T breaking optical properties.
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